
1. Estimated mine 
suspected area  
impacted by floods is 
approximately  
800km2.        

2. Critical points are: 
landslides, river beds, 
river banks and areas 
flooded by water level 
above 1m.  

3. Large amounts of 
UXO and SALW are 
currently the biggest 
threat. 

4. Mine danger signs 
have been shifted 
away or destroyed. 

5. Highest danger in 
known mine 
suspected areas with 
landslide activity. 

MINE SITUATION IN BIH – FLOOD UPDATE 



Critical: Flood washed out a container of cluster ammunition  Civil protection has been informed 



Border areas of MSS (Mine suspected surface) have been in contact with the surge - Caution needed 
 



Possible mines and UXO among debris in the lower river area-Caution needed 



Surge spread in the MSS smaller movement of mines  and UXO possible-Caution needed 



Surge partly covered the MSS Caution needed 



MSS completely covered with water  Extreme caution needed-  



MSS completly covered in the upper part of the river Sapna  Extreme caution along entire river bed up to -and including Karakaj 



-Caution needed 



 Caution needed  
 



Large area of MSS under water  Extreme caution needed 



- Extreme caution in Doboj area 



 Extreme caution needed 



- Extreme caution needed 



Extreme caution needed -  



 Extreme caution needed 



From Grebnice  Extreme caution  



- Domaljevac as well 



Novo selo MSS completely covered  Extreme caution needed  river Ukrina bank and river islands are particularly endangered  
  



 river Sava and Sava confluent in the suburban areas are especially under threat 



East part of the Brod municipality has MSS completely covered  use extreme caution 



Kobaš area – use caution particulary around Sava river banks – extreme caution  



 extreme caution is needed  







KONTAKT TELEFONI RU/RK BHMAC-a 

Regional office Travnik 063 707 464 

 

Regional office  Tuzla 061 158 011 

 

Regional office  Sarajevo 061 489 340 

 

Regional office Brčko 061 159 919 

 

Regionall office  Bihać 062 992 382 

 

Regional office Bihać 063 284 433 

 

Regional office Banja Luka 066 711 093 

 

Regional office Pale 065 581 765 



Q&A 

Phone: 033 253 800 

E mail: INFO@bhmac.org 


